It is really difficult to ignore the severity of the disaster introduced by extremism and terrorism in today’s world. In fact, extremism and terrorism are reciprocal and have badly influenced all the norms and values of human society and have marked a dreadful stigma on the prominence and significance of human beings. A glance at human history portrays that so far millions of the people have been exterminated. Most of these exterminations have been carried out by the terrorist and extremist groups, which have strong relations with different human groups.

Modern societies believe that they sacrifice a lot to bring transparent changes in the third world countries. They claim that they comprehend the underprivileged people to modernize and bring peacefulness and success among them, but there are many people who do not favor this because their minds are restricted to the improvement of radicalism and religious torture cells where thousands of young people have been disgustingly pushed in the deep valley of illiteracy, obliviousness and savagery. They are bound to confine their ways as they do not know how to think it out. Their fundamental attitude is basically nourished through their habituation, finds nothing more than a single straight line that they have to follow. They are, as a matter of fact, the blind, the eye-witted and the brainless with the brains. It is no more a secret that the coldhearted and inhuman extremists subdue the people with the extremist ideas supported by tribal customs and religious traditions; they misrepresent the devotion and belief of the people.

So far, plenty of guiltless and innocent masses have been killed; the decease of the sacred places has been ruined with suicide attacks; unimaginable cruelty on women and children have been made, and repeatedly even holy places have been used and in our own country to plant a bomb. Hence, it’s not the real face of extremism, savagery or course terrorism? The terrorists and extremists don’t have any true and living faith and religion but they have their specific goals and desires and even not go back to utilize the sacred religion for their inhuman and wicked deeds. It can be observed that nowadays the extremists by the dint of their violent acts and sly actions wish to bring the world to know about the New World Order and to comprehend its crystal clear fact that extremism has rewarded us the demeaning gift of terrorism, war and ruthless atrocities for every possible, literal and human-loving person.Because those who love peace and tranquility in the world are not only from a single country or religious group, but they are those who are united in morality and consciousness. Nowadays we can effortlessly find out the melancholies and insecure civilization are in immense danger just because of extremism. And the Islamic countries are in many instances have been tarnished the name of religion and they fail to use their minds to recognize what they are treating. They only follow blindly the teachings and take the worst possible decisions.

There are some so-called clerics who want to mark the fact by claiming that extremism may lead the humanity towards the divine exaltation, nevertheless they deliberately disregard the spirits of humanity. We should know that extremism has been used and in our own country to plant a bomb. Hence, it’s not the real face of extremism, savagery or course terrorism? The terrorists and extremists don’t have any true and living faith and religion but they have their specific goals and desires and even not go back to utilize the sacred religion for their inhuman and wicked deeds. It can be observed that nowadays the extremists by the dint of their violent acts and sly actions wish to bring the world to know about the New World Order and to comprehend its crystal clear fact that extremism has rewarded us the demeaning gift of terrorism, war and ruthless atrocities for every possible, literal and human-loving person.Because those who love peace and tranquility in the world are not only from a single country or religious group, but they are those who are united in morality and consciousness. Nowadays we can effortlessly find out the melancholies and insecure civilization are in immense danger just because of extremism. And the Islamic countries are in many instances have been tarnished the name of religion and they fail to use their minds to recognize what they are treating. They only follow blindly the teachings and take the worst possible decisions.

America’s Collision Course With China
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The situation between the United States and China is also one of its most intractable. Redefined by paradoxes, misperceptions, and mistrust, it is becoming a source of considerable uncertainty and, potentially, severe instability. Nowhere is this more clearly visible than in the realm of trade and commerce.

The key assertion driving the current dispute, initiated by US President Donald Trump, is that the US is at a trade deficit too big – and it all is China’s fault. US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin has stated that the US will demand that China drastically cut in trade surplus vis-a-vis the US by $200 billion by 2021. But neither the US nor China has agreed that American trade deficits are the result of domestic structural economic factors, essentially low household savings, persistent government deficits, and the US dollar as the world’s reserve currency. In a now famous comment, Joseph Gagnon, a senior fellow at the Peterson Institute for International Economics, said it most directly: “The US deficit wants to be translated into Chinese savings, but China’s savings want to be translated into US demand. It is time to start building by its massive fiscal deficit.

It is not just the US government’s trade deficit that needs to be cut. While the external deficit is certainly large, the US is beyond its means in a very much easier circumstances. Thanks to the dollar’s reserve-currency status, the US can absorb most of the rest of the world’s savings, which finance its saving shortfall. Moreover, as Trump’s own Council of Economic Advisers noted in February, the US enjoys a services surplus with the world, including rich China.

It is not just the Trump administration that shares national anxieties about the approach to trade and commerce. Everyone enjoys more support in the US than most of the policy-makers. In particular, the US president’s struggles to induce the Chinese to abandon its “Made in China 2025” plan. China has already been subjected to American export controls on high-tech equipment (including the recently imposed seven-year ban on the sale of software or components to US companies that attempt to compete with Huawei or ZTE). It has given way to greater public discussion of how the US may use its technological superiority to force China to renounce elements of a clear long-term strategy for moving its economy away from manufacturing to a more comprehensive innovation-driven economic model.

In short, however rational China tries to be, a trade war remains a real possibility, and any such war would have serious implications for every other country. And this outcome is made all the more likely by a deepening disinterest in the multilateral system.

A three-month sabrethumping by at least two US universities has underscored the extent to which attitudes toward China have soured in recent years. If Chinese policymakers were aware of the intensity of this shift – and I have informed a senior figure of the Trump administration that China is likely to bow to US pressure.

China’s emergence as a global power has plunged the US into a profound miscalculation. The question is whether China will plague by misperception. The question is whether China will